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This oversized adult coloring book features art from throughout the long-running series. Sure, THE

WALKING DEAD has never had color, but don't let that stop you from coloring in all your favorite

survivors and zombies! Just make sure to stock up on plenty of red...
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First things first, yes, this is basically exactly the art from the Walking Dead graphic novels. That

means that the art is excellent, but also that it was inked with the intent of being "complete" while

still in black and white.What this means for me is that it's great as an art collection, but immensely

difficult as a coloring book. Most coloring books are well defined in terms of blocking out areas, but

the messy, splatter-filled nature of TWD art makes it hard to color. You think you're coloring a

spatter of blood one minute, but then you realize that the "inside" of this spatter is the "outside" of

this other spatter, so you're not even really sure anymore what you're coloring. Was that blood, or

open air? Who knows? If you don't care about such things, you'll be fine. If you tend, however, to

get even remotely meticulous about your coloring, this book might drive you crazy. Five stars for the

art, minus one star for not being very good as a coloring book.

Pictures were too dark to color. Some of the pictures were just dumb patterns or just a face on a

black page. Looks like they didn't put much thought into it. I'm a huge fan of the comics and I'm

pretty disappointed. I mean of all the pictures they could have chosen and those were the top? And



why not include the cover picture as one to color. Was advertised as having 96 pages and it doesn't

unless they are counting blank ones. I hope the other one coming out will be better.

I don't know why people are complaining about the large areas of black. It's just like the graphic

novels. Essentially, it's like you're coloring a page out of the comics which is exactly what I

wanted.Suggestion for the next one... pull actual panels/ pages from the comics and reproduce the

whole page/storyline to color.

It had beautifully crafted artwork, but honestly there wasn't much space available in the pages for

actually coloring- the thing the product was meant for.Honestly, it looked like they just pulled pages

from the comic book and blew them up on pages.It was kind of disappointing to see that only 15

percent was colorable.

I think those who enjoy the graphic novels probably like this more than the fans who only watch the

television show. There is not a lot of room in any given picture to actually color it; most of the

images have a lot of black printed on the characters. If Robert Kirkman should choose in the future

to produce a Walking Dead coloring book using likenesses of the television show cast (the graphic

novel characters generally do not look much like those who portray them on TV), and leave more

space for the buyer to actually color-in I would be quite likely to purchase it.

Folks are complaining about links on comic pages but that's totally fine. The real detriment to

coloring this book are the seven or so pages of zombie heads lifted from the hardcover backs, or

weird target patterns added dozens of times.This book shines on the covers and interior art from the

series, though! So many great images (sadly Negan and Governor barely appear outside of two

pages each).One of the bonuses I've found on the pages is since Adlard uses so little line work at

times you can fill in your own detail.I've included a few completed pages. This book is mostly

fantastic.

Bought for my kids to color for me for my office. My kids do not watch the show but since I talk about

TWD daily they know most of the characters. The drawings are great and the quality is better than

most. Good buy.

The pictures they had in the book were great and very detailed, but there weren't many spaces that



were available for coloring. A lot of the pictures were already blacked out or shaded in most areas,

so not much coloring can be done to the pages. I won't be doing much coloring in it because of this,

but the pages easily tear out so you can hang them on a wall for decoration if you wish. So even

though you won't be able to do much coloring, the pages are still fun to look at and can be used for

other purposes.
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